Design and development of RFID based smart shopping cart using Arduino
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ABSTRACT

In the present era of socio-economic development, technologies have been contributing not only for improving supply chain management, but also to enhance customer facilities and satisfactions. Now a days, shopping centers and city malls are the prime requirement of society, where customers get freedom to see, choose and collect items as per their requirements and convenience. These stores and malls are situated in metropolitan cities and easily approachable, which increases the rush at these places with a high rate, tends to long queue at billing counters. It also needs skilled workers to arrange items in shopping center, also guide about the shopping items to customers as well as at billing counter. The proposed system is a smart shopping cart, comprises RFID reader and on-board buttons as inputs, microcontroller-based Arduino board as data acquisition and control unit, and LCD display as output unit. The smart cart detects items, then avails option to customer to add new shopping items in bill as well as remove already added items directly from bill. It also sends the final billing information to central server using Wi-Fi module. The developed flexible shopping system provides better informative system along with facility of automatic billing generation and record the information centrally. It also provides better functionality of shopping center, minimize requirement, and working load on shopping center employees.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In present scenario, technology have been progressing in various fields such as smart systems, Internet of things, automation, machine learning, crypto currency, supply chain management, to support the social development and fast-growing economy. With the changing time, our requirements are also evolving and increasing, and to fulfil the needs the numbers of shopping centers and city malls have been increasing year by year. Nowadays, shopping centers and city mall have become the essential services of society. The general need of human being involves
a large variety of goods/items, which can be easily available at shopping center under a roof. The proper segregation and well-arrangement of items makes shopping center as a perfect choice for shopping over convectional shopping methods. Also, these stores and malls are easily approachable. So, people usually prefer these shopping centers and malls for shopping, tend to make these places crowded most of the times [1, 2].

A fraction of major shoppers buys more groceries and products than other stuff and sometimes they go over the budget. According to a survey, when the shoppers know exactly what they spent, they are more likely to leave the store with satisfaction [3]. The prime focus of this project is to reduce problems like long queue waiting for billing, especially in India where festival and wedding seasons brings a whole lot of crowds for shopping [4].

The efficient management of these shopping centers and malls, need skilled salespersons to efficiently arranged items, guide customer time to time, and specifically at billing counter. The over-crowd queue at billing counter during rush hours become a noticeable problem in most of the shopping malls, which basically reduce the efficiency of shopping malls in term of facility provided and number of customers served.

The developed system is one that encourages luxury, accessibility, and effectiveness in social life, which basically use the idea of smart Shopping and smart billing. The system designed is easy to use, efficient, size effective and is low at cost. It provides better shopping experience to customers. Also, more customers can be served in same time subsequently profiting the retailers and customers, tend to improve performance and management of shopping centers and malls.

This proposed work is essentially an embedded system, comprises a microcontroller board, with RFID reader, input buttons and LCD display panel. The whole assembly is installed on shopping cart. The RFID readers can detect the tag, already attached with shopping items, and provides the information to user on LCD panel. The input buttons provide a way to add as well as remove the items in shoppinglist, and further for billing. So overall, shopping cart displays list of chosen items on the LCD display, which helps them with their budget section also reduces the shopping duration and helps avoid long queue waiting at the billing counters.

2. LITERATURE REVIEW

Most of existing shopping centers have been using barcode-based scanning of product at billing counter, which improve the identification process of products available and improve the functionality of shopping centers with reduced number of workers [5]. Nowadays, these barcode-based billing counters are having long queue due to long bill preparation time and heavy rush on shopping centers specially during peak hours [6].

Many researchers have addressed problems of long queue of shopping malls and worked for improved method of shopping. Few Researchers compared the different existing technologies used for shopping cart automation like Barcode systems, ZigBee, RFID system; and developed an android app-based shopping system, comprised the
Arduino Uno & Bluetooth module in already published research work [7]. In this, system required a proper cart-mobile Bluetooth in-range connection & a dedicated app designed for adding & removing of items in shopping bill and for processing final bill, also good internet connectivity for customer mobile and shopping mall server. Failing any of these at any instant, may disturbs or stops the functioning of shopping cart system. Sometimes, it is difficult to be ensure good Bluetooth & internet connectivity of mobile with shopping cart and web server respectively [7, 8]. Many researchers were used costlier and complex controller board, which included Raspberry Pi, Arm processors, Zigbee, also add-on circuitry, which makes the system more complex to design and costlier [9-12].

Now, availability of tiny controller board with sufficient numbers of input/output, motivate to develop proposed system, so presented system is small in size, simple in design, easy to programming and comparative cheaper due to proper selection of microcontroller, with an add on feature of IoT based centrally record unit [13].

The presented system is used Arduino Nano controller board and RFID tag-reader. Arduino boards are versatile controller used in varieties of application such as home automation, data loggers, energy managements, robotics etc. [14].

Arduino Nano is cheaper, smaller, and better processor. RFID reader is a gadget which is gathers data from an RFID tag by tracking individual objects. These RFID based systems has a variety of applications which includes smart billing cart, attendance tracking, materials management, in libraries RFID tags are used in books and other materials to track circulation and inventory etc. [15-16].

The presented work also provides a facility to better shopping experience with display the product cost on LCD panel before adding in cart and provision of confirm button on front panel. It also facilitates the customers, to remove any already added product by pressing a button on shopping cart board.

3. FRONT PANEL

The designed system is assembled on shopping cart and the front panel of the designed system comprises product tag reader, display unit and three push buttons as shown in Figure 1. The interactive front panel opens the options to customer to purchase items with ease and flexibility. The customer can check the product information viz. name, specification, and price before purchasing it on LCD display. It also provides the options to remove already added items from the smart shopping cart.

The main control unit of designed system is microcontroller-based control system, which is further circuited with three push buttons, ON/OFF switch, RFID reader and display panel, as shown in the systematic block diagram of designed shopping cart, represented by Figure 2.
4. FUNCTIONALITY

The designed system is integrated with RFID reader and a provision of barcode tag to scan the product initially. The process starts with the scanning of the RFID tag, attached with a product. When the customer places the product near scanning area of front panel, the RFID reader RC522 scans the tag and detects the unique identity numbers to respective product and send the information to microcontroller. Meanwhile, the product name and cost are displayed to customer on LCD screen of front panel. This provides a flexibility to customer to decide whether product is suitable to purchase or not. The three push buttons are available on front panel, two of them are to add and remove the scanned product, and third one for final bill preparation.

The first push button ‘Add’ is circuitted with the proposed model which confirms the product into cart by just one press. Further, the desired number of products are added to the cart with same procedure. In case of removal of any product from the cart, the same tag of the product is re-scanned by the RFID reader RC522, connected with the circuit
when being pulled out of the cart. The confirmation of the removal is then made using the second push button ‘Remove’ circuited with the model. Once all the required items/products are added to the cart, then the third push button ‘Final Bill’ is used for final bill generation, means total number of products purchased & total billing cost display on LCD screen. Meanwhile, IoT based system is sent the billing information to central unit of shopping center for confirmation and record purpose. After that, customer can approach to out gate for bill payment, and for generation of out-pass without any hassle.

The overall functionality of designed smart shopping diagram is mentioned by flow-chart as presented in Figure 3.

Figure 3. Systematic Flow-chart of designed shopping cart
5. COMPONENT’S SPECIFICATIONS

The major components of the designed smart shopping cart system are Arduino Nano board, RFID reader, ESP8266 WIFI module, LCD display panel.

5.1 Arduino Nano

The microcontroller board Arduino Nano, a breadboard friendly, small, complete board based on the ATmega328. It does not have a DC power jack, hence generally supplied by a B-type micro-USB cable or a 9V battery. It consists of 30 male Input/Output headers, is programmed using the Arduino Software integrated development environment (IDE) [17] and is common to all Arduino boards. In order to communicate with the computer or any other microcontroller a number of facilities are provided by Arduino Nano [6].

The ATmega328 provides UART (5V) serial communication using RX and Tx Pins. The LEDs circuited with the RX and TX pins flashes when data is being transported via USB connection and the FTDI chip to PC [11, 17]. The general pin diagram of Arduino Nano is given in Figure 4.

![Arduino Nano ATmega328 Pin Diagram](image)

**Figure 4.** Microcontroller Arduino Nano ATmega328

5.2 RFID Reader

This is a 13.56MHz RF reader cum writer, MFRC522, as shown in Figure 5. It is a transmission chipset which is made and used for contact-less communication having an outstanding demodulation and modulation algorithm for serving uncomplicated ‘RF communication at 13.56 MHz’. It uses SPI to connect with various controllers. The basic working principle of this module is that it creates an electromagnetic field of 13.56 MHz that is used to communicate with the RFID tags (ISO 14443A standard tags). Its low voltage, cheap, small and terminal design of the card favorable for modern appliances development and fabrication requirement and makes it ideal for user equipment development [6].
5.3 ESP8266 Wi-Fi Module

ESP8266 is a cheaper system on chip (SoC), which has an integrated TCP/IP protocol stack which gives controller access to the personal Wi-Fi network. This can host an application using not only local Wi-Fi network, but also wireless web server.

The systematic diagram of ESP8266 Wi-Fi module is shown in Figure 6. These Wi-Fi modules are pre-programmed with an AT command set firmware i.e., one can simply connect it with their Arduino device. The on-board processing is powerful enough and allows it to be integrated with the sensors and other application specific devices [18].

6. IMPLEMENTATION

Figure 7 shows the systematic circuit diagram of smart shopping cart. The power is supplied to the main unit microcontroller Arduino Nano board using USB power supply. Three push buttons B1, B2 and B3 are connected to Arduino Nano pins D8, D5 and D2 respectively.

The RFID reader RC522 pin SDA is connected to digital pin D10, SCK pin is connected to digital pin D13, the pin MOSI is connected to digital pin-11 of Nano board. The MISO pin of RC522 is connected to digital pin-12 digital pin. Pins GND, RST and VCC are
connected to pins ground, reset, 3V3 of Arduino Nano board, respectively. The LCD display 16x2 pins VSS and R/W are connected to ground and the VDD pin is connected to the power supply. The 10KΩ potentiometer for contrast control is connected to VEE pin. The digital pins D4, D5, D6, D7 of LCD panel are circuited with digital pins D5, D4, D3 and D2 of the controller Nano respectively. The reset and enable of LCD are attached to the digital pins D7 and D6 of the Nano board, respectively.

The Wi-Fi module ESP8266 connected with the circuit had 8 pins in circuit diagram. Ground, CH-EN, GPIO and VCC of ESP8266 are connected to ground, D11, D10 and 3V3 of Arduino board. The Arduino code is written on Arduino IDE software [19] as per the functionality mentioned in flowchart, which further debug, verify and upload on controller board via COM port. The three push buttons B1, B2, and B3 has specific function ‘Add’, ‘Remove’, and ‘Final Bill’ respectively.

7. DEMONSTRATION & ANALYSIS

A hardware module is implemented for smart shopping cart, which is further tested and summaries below. The designed model is also devised to detects multiple items for testing purpose. The designed model is tested for these items repetitively and random manner. Each time, it produces the accurate detection of item within a second without any noticeable delay.

Figure 7. Schematic circuit diagram of designed smart shopping cart

Each item comprises a RFID tag attached to it. Each individual RFID tag is havinga 32 bits long unique identity number, so this system can be able to detects more than thousands of items with efficient manner without any false detection.
For the analysis purpose, two products with RFID tag are used named ‘ITEM 1’ and ‘ITEM 2’. Initially, when the system is powered, an initialization text ‘Place the Card’ is displayed on the LCD screen as shown in Figure 8. This text means that the proposed system is ready to scan the products. Now the shopper can start putting items into the cart. The power button is only accessed by the shopping center crew, not with the customer.

**Figure 8.** Text displaying when the system is powered and initialized

The RFID reader of the cart can detect the tag or items in range of 5cm. As the customer starts putting item-1 on the cart and the product tag is scanned, the product name ‘ITEM 1’ and its price details will be displayed on the LCD panel for the user as shown in Figure 9. Once, the ‘Add’ button of front panel is pressed by customer to confirm purchase, then the item 1 is added, and total bill is shown on LCD panel.

**Figure 9.** Product details (price) being displayed on LCD
Similarly, the next item is put into the shopping cart, the item-2 details and total bill amount is shown on LCD panel as depicted in Figure 10.

If the scanned tag of the product does not match with the crosscheck list of the shopping mall, then the LCD will display ‘Not in Menu’ and the rest of the final bill is kept displayed as shown in Figure 11.

In case the customer wants to remove any item from the cart then the tag needs to be rescanned using the RFID reader and the LCD will display item name along with the price ‘ITEM 1 REMOVE’ as displayed in Figure 12. Once, the customer confirms removal by pressing ‘Remove’ push button, then the final bill amount is updated and shown to customer.
Again, if the customer wishes to remove another product ‘item 2’ from the cart, then it is scanned on front panel. Hereafter, details of the removed item is displayed on the LCD screen ‘ITEM 2 REMOVE’ along with the total bill including the previously removed item as depicted in Figure 13.

When the shopping is completed and if the shopper wishes to finalize the cart bill, then a total bill is flashed on the LCD panel after pressing ‘Final Bill’ push button. The LCD screen displays the final bill amount, the amount balance after final addition and reduction of the items in the cart. The final billing information is transferred to central server using ESP8266 WIFI module for record keeping and for further payment and output pass generation.

The user puts the item in shopping cart after scanning at front panel and confirm the purchase by pressing a ‘add’ button. The total number of items, displayed during final
8. Conclusion

This designed model of Smart Shopping Trolley helps customers in shopping and managing bill within the budget of the customer. Also, users become aware of the total bill amount during the purchasing time and hence prevents them from over-shopping, reduce shopping time and enhances the better shopping experiences of customers in supermarkets.

The designed model is provided the flexibility to add or remove items at any time, before producing the final bill. It also provides the sufficient information about product while adding in cart. The user-friendly front panel of developed system provides convenient, satisfactory, and very flexible shopping experiences to customer with unique features of ‘Add’, ‘Remove’ and ‘Final bill’ buttons & LCD display.

The practical feasibility of the system is tested for addition and removal of two items, further the generation of final bill. The system can be expanded with the providing information in database of thousands of items. After that, the system is ready to facilitate a big shopping mall.

It also reduces the expenses that are incurred by the management. The employees working at the billing counter at the supermarket gets benefited with respect to the time saving factor and least manpower. These smart shopping trolleys can be used in all kinds of retail shopping malls, grocery stores, clothing showrooms and supermarkets.
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